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I am just to go this way
I am trying to figure out where we have to go
going to turn around
whats the novel about
the setting is Mexico
Mexico Mexico
remember Mc Low
his name is Jackson Mc Low
the year is 1960
in which many artists were using chance operations
Mc Low uses linguistic units
vary in size from sentences to single words
and syllables even
Mc Lows system is off a complexity
over complexity
fortuna delirium tremens ever
he is one of the advances operators in the field
if you want to see someone create a programme without becoming stiff
and get the most possible out of a seemingly arbitrary category
says Richard
remember Richard
his name is Richard Este Valdez
Eugenie do you recline in his armswhile while I sodomize her
Augustin the husband fucked and took care not to discharge
after having been his master I want you to become mine
Bucke on the most gigantic of your synthetic pricks
Fit it above your loin Madam
and show me the shower with your blows
my terrible angel penetrates I will not enter your dear Eugenies ass
until your enormous members are well advanced into mine
This is wonderfully amazing
amusing amusing
remember Fridrich Duerrnmatt
to begin in one ass the operation one wish to determinate
in another in another
no efficiency is worship
simply do not understand what is your purpose today
for good reasons East and West remain over the capacity
Kongo calling
to establish a viable state
the week events
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also underline the snakes
a shift from direct East West diplomacy
Maestro Nervi refers to a Tory its embarrassing aesthetic
sorry laudatory
embarrassing striking
most aesthetics
phenomenon
revolutionary
Fading and long
SYNONYM
page 2 Modern
produced rings
quintessentially Bertrand Russell
in principia mathematica
his ability to solve problems
now meet most classical criteria of intelligence that sceptics have
proposed?
elusive, generally this life depends on this kind of perception
it’s a question of mathematics a question of achivements in mathematical
problem solving
We remain isolated
isolt
isolated
technical triumphs
Processes are identified as dash and dots
thats ok
Marks and spaces classified
classified marks and spaces give a string of tentative segments
It is not acceptable
If not fully specified in advance
Understand but understand
presents no problem
An image of the letter could be projected on a bank of cells
The record of each cell controlling binary devices in the computer
left to our own devices
pause
Believe to be an important general principle
Compelled young reason it is like……………
My name is Vigor Ears
Mark Twain is man as no as subject
Mouth and nostrils and everything else
and or respiration
to hell
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two heads eyes
in nature with action respective details
speech bubbles necessary elements
fully actioned correspondence
undertakes lastly to speech
Envelopes from the Upanishad notes
cloning the self on notes
order formless
organic phone
organic reproduction
the human expiration
the hair end no invalidation
lets talk later
see the later phone
hard shell
distribution
between regions young played
hard shaped apex
margin uprights stem cluster protonema hurricane
shallo faces
rocks
food
the mosque group becomes filament
incessantly others however in close neighboring provided small
grounded cusions
having a cepted older habits
places horsetails each note
spore is dependent
Time housing
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11 stories
Superstring?
Stomach loudly and eggs
Eggs philosophised
You control his armpit
Station
Living
Everygreen
Everyone patted our city
Its your city
Housing accidents happen
Regulars on tennis courts
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Snowy ladies
Winter in Berlin
Armloads run run run
Plnnes poem for a secret person in Ireland
Maybe performed
The loudness and speed
Through subjects
Through individual presentations
A solo poem indicates loudness and speed
The reader should use this silent period
11 words should be pronounced correctly in English
Words given
Given their accepted English
Not read as if they were classical latins
Church latin
No special coloring required
Dramatic emotional expressions
Unnatural incarnation
Composit
Chanting or sing song
In a part
Should be employed in saying the words
They are to be reproduced
What make us fall
Fell as fast as if the buds were on
It’s a lot of plant stuff
We are in a park
My name is Mc Low
Gathering gossip
Perfect
Large blue flag
Flying mushrooms
Sense of fern
Live forever
Golden parsley
Mountain laurel
Partridge berries blazing
Blazing star
Porn scum
Lists
Red snow
Sea weed
List novel
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Richard comes
Much the same
Shed his extremities
And grow new ones
Taking things apart
To take the place of A
His brushes to his old and trembling hand
In order to paint young ones
They shed their lives and are much better acquainted
With the physiology of myspace
Of mice than elephants
Which is also called the beefsteak clan
Heredity is possible to measure reliably very small
You mean very small trattoria
Treatment affects
The leaves are cut off
The remaining leaves stock soon separates and drops from the stem
Keep the leaves growing but increase their longevity
That is?
That is delay
That is, delay their fall
More closely at the experimental plan
Some 10 000 trees
The large number
My name is Giancarlo de Carlo
I say the large number
Il grande numero
Denying the animal kingdom?
Organisms are presumed to be the same
Until proven to be different
Whatever
Whichever whatsoever time
Help in unravelling the mystery
Made more than a hundred years ago
Trees are so inconvenient
Leaves are the flat plate
And the stock
A fig for the
Or death
The end
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